Atrial fibrillation detection on compressed sensed ECG.
Compressive sensing (CS) approaches to electrocardiogram (ECG) analysis provide efficient methods for real time encoding of cardiac activity. In doing so, it is important to assess the downstream effect of the compression on any signal processing and classification algorithms. CS is particularly suitable for low power wearable devices, thanks to its low-complex digital or hardware implementation that directly acquires a compressed version of the signal through random projections. In this work, we evaluate the impact of CS compression on atrial fibrillation (AF) detection accuracy. We compare schemes with data reconstruction based on wavelet and Gaussian models, followed by a P&T-based identification of beat-to-beat (RR) intervals on the MIT-BIH atrial fibrillation database. A state-of-the-art AF detector is applied to the RR time series and the accuracy of the AF detector is then evaluated under different levels of compression. We also consider a new beat detection procedure which operates directly in the compressed domain, avoiding costly signal reconstruction procedures. We demonstrate that for compression ratios up to 30[Formula: see text] the AF detector applied to RR intervals derived from the compressed signal exhibits results comparable to those achieved when employing a standard QRS detector on the raw uncompressed signals, and exhibits only a 2% accuracy drop at a compression ratio of 60%. We also show that the Gaussian-based reconstruction approach is superior in terms of AF detection accuracy, with a negligible drop in performance at a compression ratio ⩽75%, compared to a wavelet approach, which exhibited a significant drop in accuracy at a compression ratio ⩾65%. The results suggest that CS should be considered as a plausible methodology for both efficient real time ECG compression (at moderate compression rates) and for offline analysis (at high compression rates).